Function of transcription termination factor rho in a model transcription system using synthetic deoxyribonucleic acid as template.
The function of a transcription termination factor, rho, has been studied by using several synthetic DNAs with simple repetitive base sequences as templates for transcription. rho actually exhibits various effects on transcription depending on the base sequence of the template: (1) rho terminates poly(A) synthesis with poly(dA) x poly(dT), poly(dT), or oligo(dT), leading to release of RNA from RNA polymerase. rho also inhibits the synthesis of other homoribopolymers such as poly(U) directed by poly(dA) x poly(dT) and poly(C) and poly(I) directed by poly(dG) x poly(dC), presumably by a similar mechanism. (2) rho inhibits the synthesis of another homoribopolymer, poly(G), directed by poly(dG) x poly(dC) at the step of initiation rather than propagation of transcription. (3) rho stimulates rather than inhibits the synthesis of poly(A-C) and poly(G-U) directed by poly[d(A-C)] x poly[d(G-T)], presumably by enhancing the dissociation of transcription complexes. (4) rho has no influence on the synthesis of poly(A-U) and poly(G-C) directed by poly[d(A-T)] and poly[d(G-C)], respectively. In the first case, but not otherwise, the effect of rho is coupled with its RNA-dependent nucleosidetriphosphate phosphohydrolase activity, as is rho-mediated transcription termination on natural templates. The implication of these results is discussed in reference to the current view that rho acts on transcription complexes that have ceased elongation and causes release of RNA in an energy-requiring reaction.